Presents

‘TELLY CALENDAR 2014’
Admen Sunny Arora and Anand Mishra of Marinating Films are primed up to launch the most
anticipated calendar for 2014
Date- 23rd December 2013

Time – 9 pm

Venue – Westin, Goregaon

Marinating films and Telly calendar are well known for transforming television stars
with a glamorous makeover. After two successful years, the team took another leap
and shot the calendar for the first time at an international destination - Malaysia.
Mr. Anand Mishra, director Marinating Films opines, “I am confident and excited for
Telly Calendar 2014. Like every year, this calendar features 12 most famous female faces of Indian
Television Industry in their most alluring avatar. The backdrop is set in Malaysia adding charisma
to the whole look of the calendar.
“We have received appreciation for our earlier calendars by the industry inspiring us to go
International and add an oomph quotient to our calendar this year. Transforming the Actors in a
modern avatar with class, elegance and glamour, we at Marinating films aim at creating a brand with
the popularity of Telly Calendar” shares young and dynamic director Marinating
Films Mr. Sunny Arora.
Twelve popular faces from the Indian television industry came together for the most
coveted Telly Calendar. The calendar features Krystle D Souza, Asha Negi, Rati
Pandey, Sara Khan, Rucha Hasabnis, Sukirti Kandpal, Divyanka Tripathi, Ada Khan,
Barkha Bisht, Tina Dutta, Pooja Gor and Sana Khan in most astounding avatar.

Marinating Films partners with Findmyghar.com for the launch of Telly Calendar. On
this occasion Mr. Jatin Khanna, CEO of Find My Ghar.com shares, “Marinating
Films and Find my Ghar, both believe in looking at things innovatively. This collaboration therefore
seems very natural as time and again we both have proved this. The stars of the Telly calendar enter
each home in India through the woman of the house (Influencers) who we aim to induce via this
collaboration therefore solving our purpose.”
Telly calendar is reason enough to go date savvy this New Year.
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